Action Was Hectic As Tech Beat UVa Saturday

Paul Adams Keeps Digging and Scores Tech's First Touchdown

Virginia Tech

"We tried to show them the pass every play," said Bestwick, "because we felt that their linemen would drop, giving us room to run draw and counters." "I am really sick. I thought we played well enough to win. It was a hard-fought football game, but they had it when they needed it."

Bestwick predicted that there will come a time "when teams, Virginia Tech included, won't like playing us." The Hokies' Coles, in his own homespun way, said basically the same thing.

"Virginia would rather beat us than eat breakfast or see their mamas," he said. It was an emotional game for all concerned, especially for Adams. "It's my birthday tomorrow (Sunday) and I asked coach if I could say something before the game," said Adams, who turned down a bid to play pro baseball to come back out for football this year. "I told them that the last thing I wanted to do was wake up Sunday and have a loss to think about."

And Adams was not to be disappointed. Not as long as "x" marked the spot.

Moses Foster Goes High To Catch Tech Pass in 3rd Quarter
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UVa's Billy Copeland Had To Leave Because of Injury in 4th Quarter